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Video Surveillance
Pan/Tilt/Zoom Cameras

Advanced PTZ Technology
For Every Application

AccordTM
PTZ Cameras

LegendTM
PTZ Cameras

Pan/Tilt/Zoom Cameras

Video surveillance in any direction
with amazing picture clarity
A New Take on Proven Technology
In this digital age, GE Security hasn't
forgotten the standbys of video
surveillance—in fact, we've improved
on them. Our integrated PTZ systems
boast new features, better reliability,
and expanded third-party compatibility.
CyberDome™ II, Legend™, and Accord™
cameras cover a full range of
applications. They offer greater
surveillance coverage from fewer
units, live subject monitoring, easy
programming, indoor housings
that blend with their surroundings
and outdoor housings that withstand
severe weather.
CyberDome II Cameras
CyberDome II, our entry- to mid-level
bestseller, utilizes proven technology
for reliable 24/7 security applications.
New housing designs have improved
the ability to withstand harsh
environments, and the broadened
line offers multiple day/night cameras
with varying zoom ratios and two
Wide Dynamic Range (WDR) models.
Legend Cameras
Built for the demanding user, the
Legend has earned a reputation for
precision, toughness, and versatility.
SilkTrakTM direct drive technology
does away with gears and belts for

remarkably smooth and precise
movement. Preset positioning is
accurate to ±0.015 degrees, six
times better than that of ordinary
PTZ domes. An IP version of Legend
is also available.
Accord Cameras
Built for harsh environments, Accord
cameras offer full remote-control
camera positioning in a very sturdy
package. With the widest range of
motion in its class, Accord can look
straight up and straight down, and
continuously pan 360 degrees.

Typical CyberDome II and Legend Applications:
With the ability to cover a large area, combined with advanced zoom programming features, CyberDome and
Legend cameras are ideal for applications such as airports, schools, retail outlets and stadiums.

Transportation Hubs

Stadiums and Arenas

Schools

Select the right camera with our PTZ Dome Configurators

Advanced Features
for Enhanced Security
Increased Third-Party Protocols
CyberDome
II brings you
new features like
site-tied
memory
and third-party
protocol compatibility—including
Pelco Coaxitron, Pelco "P", Pelco
"D" and Ultrak RS422 protocols.

Select the Camera
That’s Perfect For Your Needs
We realize that every customer has
individual needs specific to their
surveillance operation. That’s why
we offer the ability to customize your
GE PTZ cameras as you see fit.
Our PTZ Dome Camera Configurators
provide you with every PTZ camera
option at your fingertips. Choose from
an assortment of housings, cameras
and lower dome bubbles. Camera
options include multiple zoom ratios,
day/night capability and more. With
GE PTZ cameras, you’re in total control.

Typical Accord Applications:
The rugged durability of the Accord series makes it ideal for outdoor applications
such as rail stations, seaports, public utilities and government facilities.

Public Utilities

Ports and Stations

Powerful Zoom Capabilities
See more with 36x optical and
12x digital zooms, bringing total
magnification to 312x. Optical
bubbles eliminate distortion.
Ideal in Harsh Environments
The Accord is
designed for
performance
in rain or
snow, winds
of up to 155
miles per hour,
and temperatures ranging from -30 to 122°F.
Live Subject Monitoring
Options such as 360º continuous
pan rotation and electronic
image flip, which keeps a subject
right-side up when passing
under the camera, makes
subject monitoring easy.
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Uncompromising Quality and Unlimited Possibilities
GE Pan/Tilt/Zoom cameras are compatible with a vast array
of DVRs, software options and servers.
Hybrid DVRs

GE Pan/Tilt/Zoom cameras are fully compatible with the analog inputs on
our family of Hybrid Digital Video Recorders, including SymDec™ 16 plus 4
and the SymSafe™ recorders.

Software

GE PTZ cameras and digital recorders are controlled with GE Security's
SymSuite™ video management software: SymSecure™, SymNav™,
and SymBrowser™. GE offers additional integration with its integrated
security management platforms, as well as Omnicast 4.0 video
management software.

Video Server

The SymNet™ family of video servers can be used to convert analog
cameras to digital, and stream to either the SymSafe or SymDec
Hybrid Recorders.
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About GE's Security Business

GE Security, Inc., a wholly owned indirect subsidiary of the General Electric Company (NYSE: GE),
is a leading supplier of security and life safety technologies, with operations in more than 35
countries and $1.8 billion in annual revenue.
Leveraging a broad portfolio of advanced world-class technologies and best-in-class
partners, GE delivers real-world, end-to-end security solutions that help protect people,
assets and communities.
For additional information, please visit us online at
gesecurity.com, or call 888-GE-SECURITY (437-3287).
GE-Security, making the world safer.

GE Security products are available through a global network of Strategic Partners, Integrators,
Dealers and Distributors.
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